WEIGHT + HEIGHT SCALE
Rugged construction,
effortless portability

Proudly Made in the USA

WH-1070

Model WH-1070

DISPLAY FEATURES

Tilt and Roll Digital Scale with Integrated Height Rod!
WH-1070 is a truly versatile scale that is ideal for most weighing needs. Convenient
battery power allows a user to place the scale anywhere - no outlet or re-charging
needed! Sturdy, integrated handrail and digital height rod are excellent features
providing stability for unsteady users and an accurate height and
weight measurement.
Transport is easy ... simply tilt the scale back on its heavy-duty wheels and roll to
the next location.

Height rod headpiece rotates 360° so the
headpiece can be positioned away from
the patient's face when being unfolded
and then raised above the
patient's head.



Easy keypad operation



Unique display will show only
the information you want



Digital height measurement,
simply press HEIGHT and raise the
foldable headpiece.



3 segment battery-life indicator



Programmable user settings can
tailor console to your needs

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS









Huge 650 pound capacity with ± 0.1 lb. accuracy.
Integrated digital height rod - simply raise the headpiece and height automatically displays with BMI.
Ease of tilt and roll mobility.
MotionLock Technology provides accurate measurement even for unsteady users.
Standard D-cell alkaline batteries provide up to 100,000 weighings.
Large platform for greater stability.
Programmable to your specific needs.
Rugged, lightweight, all-metal
Model WH-1070
construction for years of service.










Capacity: .......................................... 650 lbs. (295 kg.)
Platform Dimensions: ....................... 16”W x 18”D x 1 ¾”H
Accuracy/Resolution: ....................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Height Measurement Range: ........... 38-88” / 97-224 cm
System Weight: ................................ 33 lbs.
(4) D-cell batteries (included): ......... Provides up to 100,000 weighings
Unique keypad: ................................ Shows weight only, or weight,
height, and BMI on a single screen
Warranty: ......................................... Industry leading 3 years
Made in the USA

Trophy House of Muskegan~Phone 231-220-2446



Push-button calibration



Tare button is great for net weight

